City & Guilds are delighted to announce that we are working with MidKent College to offer e-learning packages for Bricklaying and Carpentry and Joinery via our SmartScreen platform. This interactive, learner-facing content is mapped to City & Guilds qualifications (Diplomas, Technicals and, forthcoming, Apprenticeships) and complements the existing SmartScreen tutor packages. These new SmartScreen packages will be available from September 17 and comprise of:

- 21 modules aligned to bricklaying programmes
- 31 modules aligned to carpentry and joinery programmes

Each module features graphics, animation and video to help bring the knowledge elements of the qualifications to life. The modules support blended learning and can be used as a directed study activity, as the basis for group work, as a teaching aid, or for revision and catch-up exercises.

Each module contains:

- A clear introduction page, identifying the contents
- A number of knowledge pages with short, punchy texts in plain English, and comprising a rich mixture of photography, videos, drawings, animations and interactions
- A summary page
- Knowledge check questions.

To facilitate flexible teacher-led front-of-class use, each module incorporates a navigation menu which will enable the teacher to jump to specific pages.

A typical module, if worked through end-to-end as a self-directed study activity, would take no more than 20-30 minutes to complete. An example module can be found by clicking on the links below:

**Bricklaying**  
[Bricks, Blocks and Bonding](#)

**Carpentry**  
[Roof Types and their Components](#)